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Mixed Bunch Birthday Card-in-a-Box 
 

Stamp Sets: Mixed Bunch  #128442  (wood)  #125537 (clear) 

  Label Love Bundle #132723 (wood) #132722 (clear) 
 

Ink:     Daffodil Delight  #126944 

  Pool Party  #126982 
  

Card Stock: Calypso Coral  #122925 

  Old Olive  #100702 

  Soft Sky  #131203 

  Whisper White  #100730 

  Subtles Designer Series Paper  #130135 
    

Accessories: Simply Scored Scoring Tool  #122334       

  Blossom Punch  #125603     

¾” Circle Punch  #119873 

  Petite Petals Punch #133322   Window Sheets  #114323 

  Pearls Basic Jewels  #119247   Dimensionals  #104430 

  Fringe Scissors  #133325    Sticky Strip  #104294 

  Paper Snips  #103579    Snail Adhesive  #104332 

Bone Folder  #102300    Glue Dots  # 103683 
               

Cutting Dimensions: 
   

Calypso Coral Card Stock ---   9” x 5” score @ 2 1/8”, 4 ¼”, 6 3/8”, 8 ½” - Turn and score @ 2 ¾” 

                   (Cut 2) 3 1/8” x 1 ½” score @ ½” along both 1 ½” sides  

Designer Series Paper ---   (Cut 4) 2” x 1 7/8” 

Old Olive Card Stock ---   (Cut 3) 1 ¼” x 2 1/8” 

Whisper White Card Stock ---   2” x 4 7/8” (for back) 

           3 Blossom Punched Flowers 

                                                      Scrap to stamp centers of flowers & label 

Soft Sky Card Stock  ---   5 Petite Petals Punched Flowers 

Window Sheets  ---   ¼” x 1 ¼” (cut 5), ½” x 3” (cut 1) 
     

Bag Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.) 

 

1. Use Paper Snips to cut along the score lines of the 9” x 5” 

Calypso Coral piece as shown in the top diagram.  Cut out the ½” tab 

completely. 

2. Fold along ½” tab score line and apply Sticky Strip to the tab.  Remove backing 

and adhere to the opposite edge to form the box. 

3. The seam will be the back side of your box. Do not fold the back flap 

along scored line.  Fold the remaining three flaps down. 

4. Fold along the ½” score lines in opposite directions to form a “z” on 

both small Calypso Coral pieces.  Apply Sticky Strip to the outside 

edges of each folded tab.  Adhere to the inside of the top edge of 

the box to form supports for the flowers, as shown in picture. 

5. Adhere the Designer Paper to the flaps with SNAIL Adhesive. 

6. Cut Old Olive card stock with Fringe Scissors to create grass.  Adhere 

to the inside front edge of the box and supports with Glue Dots. 

7. Use Paper Snips to cut slits in each petal of the Blossoms and curl using the bone folder.   

8. Stamp centers of flowers with Daffodil Delight ink and punch using the ¾” Circle Punch.  

Adhere to the center of each Whisper White blossom using a Dimensional. 

9. Adhere a large pearl to the center of each Soft Sky Petite Petal Flower. 
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10. Attach each flower to the window sheet strips using Glue Dots.  Then adhere to the 

supports inside the box with Glue Dots.  One of the White Blossoms is adhered directly to 

the back flap with a Dimensional.  Tip: Be sure the flowers are spaced so that the folded 

card will fit inside the envelope when finished. 

11. Stamp the Birthday label with Pool Party ink onto Whisper White card stock, punch with the 

Artisan Label Punch, and adhere to the front flap with Dimensionals.  Add a Soft Sky flower 

to the flap with a Glue Dot. 

12. Stamp the Whisper White layer for the back of the box to decorate and write a message 

before adhering to the back side with SNAIL Adhesive. 

13. The box folds flat for inserting into a medium envelope. 

 

If you would like more instruction, there are many helpful video tutorials for the Card-in-a-Box 

on YouTube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
        

                                  Order online anytime 24/7 at www.jillfranchett.stampinup.net 


